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eastwest/quantum leap pianos gold edition provides all of the sounds of eastwest/quantum leap
pianos, plus a convolution reverb and multi-effects plug-ins, including a dedicated reverb factory and
two mastering and mastering maximizers. this edition of the eastwest/quantum leap pianos
application adds a built-in convolution reverb and two valuable mastering maximizers: the mbs and
eqm. quantum leap pianos gold edition is the perfect starter edition for those who are looking for the
sound of eastwest/quantum leap pianos, and it offers all of the best sounds of the eastwest/quantum
leap pianos available, including the unique eastwest/quantum leap pianos sounds, plus additional
articulations, articulations lists, and play styles. eastwest/quantum leap pianos gold edition is the
perfect starter edition for those who are looking for the sound of eastwest/quantum leap pianos, and
it offers all of the best sounds of the eastwest/quantum leap pianos available, including the unique
eastwest/quantum leap pianos sounds, plus additional articulations, articulations lists, and play
styles. quantum leap symphonic orchestra gold has some amazing features for working with
samples, including a browser, grid view, and a sample player. but east wests play engine also has
some unique features of its own, like sample stacking, which lets you stack up to 10 recorded
samples on top of each other and change their relative levels. sample stacking is handy for building
unique sounds using a combination of different samples or effects. download quantum leap
symphonic orchestra gold from the link below and enjoy a ton of lush orchestral samples and
realistic sound effects.
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